Advance information for gift and book trade

Mouse and Mole
Publication May 2019. £12.99.
Mouse and Mole
• Author Joyce Dunbar
• Illustrator James Mayhew
• Hardback, 32 pages
• Size 250 x 200mm
• Age 5-8
• Price £12.99
• ISBN 9781912050406
• Publication May 2019
Books in the series:
• Mouse and Mole
• Mouse and Mole Have a Party
• Happy Days for Mouse and Mole
• A Very Special Mouse and Mole

• One in a series of gentle and humorous story collections
by acclaimed author and illustrator team Joyce Dunbar
and James Mayhew.
• A new edition of these classic stories returns them
to print for the enjoyment of a further generation of
readers.
• Perfect for shared reading with younger children and for
older children to read independently.
‘The two cohabiting animals are characters that stand
alongside the greats of children’s literature’
– Sunday Times
Mouse and Mole
What will Mouse and Mole find to do tomorrow? They
set out their plan: a picnic of cheese and cucumber
sandwiches if it is a fine day, or roasted chestnuts and
toasted muffins in front of an apple wood fire if it is wild
and wintry. But what will they do if it is an in-between sort
of day?
Joyce Dunbar is a prolific children’s author who has
published over 80 books, translated into 20 languages.

Joyce has also written many stories for radio and
television and contributed to several anthologies.
The Mouse and Mole series remain some of her most
treasured work.
James Mayhew is an English illustrator and author
of children’s books, a storyteller, artist and concert
presenter/live art performer. His works include the
much-loved and bestselling Katie and Ella Bella
Ballerina series, as well as the classic children’s story
The Knight Who Took All Day, re-issued by Graffeg in
2017, and Gaspard the Fox, with author Zeb Soanes.
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Happy Days for Mouse and Mole
Publication May 2019. £12.99.
Happy Days for Mouse and Mole
• Author Joyce Dunbar
• Illustrator James Mayhew
• Hardback, 32 pages
• Size 250 x 200mm
• Age 5-8
• Price £12.99
• ISBN 9781912050383
• Publication May 2019
Books in the series:
• Mouse and Mole
• Mouse and Mole Have a Party
• Happy Days for Mouse and Mole
• A Very Special Mouse and Mole

• One in a series of gentle and humorous story
collections by acclaimed author and illustrator team
Joyce Dunbar and James Mayhew.
• A new edition of these classic stories returns them
to print for the enjoyment of a further generation of
readers.
• Perfect for shared reading with younger children and
for older children to read independently.
‘The two cohabiting animals are characters that stand
alongside the greats of children’s literature’
– Sunday Times
Happy Days for Mouse and Mole
When Mouse makes himself a hammock, Mole is only too
happy to test it for his friend, and Mouse is equally eager
to help Mole find his lost spectacles. But who will catch
the falling leaf? Join the two friends on their endeavours
in this collection of wonderfully warm and witty tales.
Joyce Dunbar is a prolific children’s author who has
published over 80 books, translated into 20 languages.
Joyce has also written many stories for radio and
television and contributed to several anthologies. The

Mouse and Mole series remain some of her most
treasured work.
James Mayhew is an English illustrator and author
of children’s books, a storyteller, artist and concert
presenter/live art performer. His works include the
much-loved and bestselling Katie and Ella Bella
Ballerina series, as well as the classic children’s story
The Knight Who Took All Day, re-issued by Graffeg in
2017, and Gaspard the Fox, with author Zeb Soanes.
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A Very Special Mouse and Mole
Publication May 2019. £12.99.
A Very Special Mouse and Mole
• Author Joyce Dunbar
• Illustrator James Mayhew
• Hardback, 32 pages
• Size 250 x 200mm
• Age 5-8
• Price £12.99
• ISBN 9781912050987
• Publication May 2019
Books in the series:
• Mouse and Mole
• Mouse and Mole Have a Party
• Happy Days for Mouse and Mole
• A Very Special Mouse and Mole

• One in a series of gentle and humorous story
collections by acclaimed author and illustrator team
Joyce Dunbar and James Mayhew.
• A new edition of these classic stories returns them
to print for the enjoyment of a further generation of
readers.
• Perfect for shared reading with younger children and
for older children to read independently.
‘The two cohabiting animals are characters that stand
alongside the greats of children’s literature’
– Sunday Times
A Very Special Mouse and Mole
Simple pastimes help mouse and mole realise there’s
something special in everything, including themselves.
Joyce Dunbar is a prolific children’s author who has
published over 80 books, translated into 20 languages.
Joyce has also written many stories for radio and
television and contributed to several anthologies.
The Mouse and Mole series remain some of her most
treasured work.

James Mayhew is an English illustrator and author
of children’s books, a storyteller, artist and concert
presenter/live art performer. His works include the
much-loved and bestselling Katie and Ella Bella
Ballerina series, as well as the classic children’s story
The Knight Who Took All Day, re-issued by Graffeg in
2017, and Gaspard the Fox, with author Zeb Soanes.
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Mouse and Mole Have a Party
Publication May 2019. £12.99.
Mouse and Mole Have a Party
• Author Joyce Dunbar
• Illustrator James Mayhew
• Hardback, 32 pages
• Size 250 x 200mm
• Age 5-8
• Price £12.99
• ISBN 9781912050390
• Publication May 2019
Books in the series:
• Mouse and Mole
• Mouse and Mole Have a Party
• Happy Days for Mouse and Mole
• A Very Special Mouse and Mole

• One in a series of gentle and humorous story collections
by acclaimed author and illustrator team Joyce Dunbar
and James Mayhew.
• A new edition of these classic stories returns them
to print for the enjoyment of a further generation of
readers.
• Perfect for shared reading with younger children and
for older children to read independently.
‘The two cohabiting animals are characters that stand
alongside the greats of children’s literature’
– Sunday Times
Mouse and Mole Have a Party
Mole can’t help but get himself into difficulty, but
thankfully he has Mouse to ensure things go smoothly,
even when he least expects it!
Joyce Dunbar is a prolific children’s author who has
published over 80 books, translated into 20 languages.
Joyce has also written many stories for radio and
television and contributed to several anthologies.
The Mouse and Mole series remain some of her most
treasured work.

James Mayhew is an English illustrator and author
of children’s books, a storyteller, artist and concert
presenter/live art performer. His works include the
much-loved and bestselling Katie and Ella Bella
Ballerina series, as well as the classic children’s story
The Knight Who Took All Day, re-issued by Graffeg in
2017, and Gaspard the Fox, with author Zeb Soanes.
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Mouse and Mole Marketing Materials
Mouse and Mole return to charm a new generation of children
written by Joyce Dunbar and illustrated by James Mayhew

‘Talk to me,’ said Mouse. ‘What about?’ said Mole.
‘Anything,’ said Mouse.

Mouse and Mole return to charm a new
generation of children
‘Characters that stand alongside the greats of children’s literature’
Sunday Telegraph

Marketing poster A4 (210 x 297mm)
A3 (297 x 420mm)

Marketing poster A4 (210 x 297mm) A3 (297 x 420mm)
‘Talk to me,’ said Mouse.
‘What about?’ said Mole.
‘Anything,’ said Mouse.

Mouse and Mole return to charm a
new generation of children
Written by Joyce Dunbar and
illustrated by James Mayhew

• Author Joyce Dunbar
• Illustrator James Mayhew
• Published by Graffeg May 2019
• Size 200 x 250mm, 48 pages, HB
• Age 5-8 years
• eBooks available
• £12.99 each

ISBN 9781912050406

ISBN 9781912050987

ISBN 9781912050383

ISBN 9781912050390

Bookmarks available on request

Videos available on request

Book Signing with Joyce Dunbar
and James Mayhew
Saturday 1 June 4-5pm
Bookshop name, contact info, etc.

Event poster A4 (210 x 297mm)
A3 (297 x 420mm)

Email signature
Postcards A5 (148 x 210mm)
available on request. Postcard
reverse side bottom left.
Mouse and Mole return to charm a new generation of children
Mouse and Mole by award-winning author and
illustrator team Joyce Dunbar and James Mayhew is a
warm and gently humorous series for children about
two furry best friends who find life full of little ups
and downs. With its classic feel and endearing
characters, Mouse and Mole is perfect for reading with
young children and for older children to read
independently. Out of print for almost 20 years,
Graffeg is delighted to bring this series back for
children to enjoy today in a new larger hardback
format.

‘Warm and witty illustrations... perfect to snuggle
up with on a chilly afternoon’ Practical Parenting
‘Children will love the simple adventures of these
two unlikely companions’ The School Librarian

Social media and website banners

‘Characters that stand alongside the greats of
children’s literature’ Sunday Telegraph
Publishing May 2019 www.graffeg.com
media@graffeg.com 02922 404970
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